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State of Exception 

Giorgio AGAMBEN (1998). Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life. Stanford, Calif., 

Stanford University Press. 

 

Agamben, Giorgio. (2005). State of Exception. Chicago, University of Chicago Press. 

 

Agamben is perhaps the most famous critic of border camps and detention centres.  Using 

a variant of post-structuralist political theory, Agamben groups most people into either “bare” 

life or political/“sacred” life.  The chaotic, Hobbesian state of nature is the exception and the 

threshold that constitutes the community where the citizens, or sacred life, are meant to exist in 

orderly, political harmony.  Under the “sovereign ban”, the bare life, also known as homo sacer, 

become barred from the community; this usually occurs to homo sacer because they are non-

citizens, refugees, bandits, or, more ominously, they are being punished with death.  Homo sacer 

reflects the sovereign view of a non-citizen as an approximation between person and beast whose 

death is not important.   

The epitome of the sovereign ban is the state of exception, of which refugee camps and 

detention centres are prime examples.  The camp/detention centre is violence without juridical 

form that places its occupants in a condition of suspension outside the reach of law.  In the state 

of exception, human rights are suspended and all life becomes “sacred” in the Romanic sense of 

“destined to die”.  Since it exists primarily to serve as a state of exception normalizing sovereign 

law in the city, the camp marks the threshold for the power of the sovereign.  It normalizes and 

spatializes power while standing outside of power.  For Agamben, the state of exception/refugee 

camp/detention centre practically defines modern political life, so arguing against it is futile.  

While Agamben’s state of exception is seminal for recognizing, describing, and naming 

the inside/outside condition of the camp/detention centre, it has been has been critiqued for a 

number of reasons.  For one thing, Agamben has come under scholarly fire for making banal 

analogies between the Nazi genocide camp and the camp/detention centre.  In addition, his 

portrayal of the subjectivities of refugees, citizens, states, and immigration detainees appears to 

some scholars to be too static.  Certain scholars are concerned that Agamben’s account 

minimizes the political and social agency of irregular migrants and asylum seekers by “trapping” 

them into a situation where arbitrary, violent things “are always done to them, not by them.” 

(Walters, 2008: 188)  Agamben’s account of sovereignty at times appears pessimistic and all-

encompassing, and this treatment flattens the potential of other forms of political power that 

scholars are documenting in detention centres, refugee camps, and other so-called states of 

exception. 
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